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Shooting the blue movie’s final showdown was 
no walk in the jungle…

Anatomy Of A Scene
Avatar: Endgame

 THE HERO
This marks the final transformation of Jake into a Na’vi warrior. “It’s a very primal  
fight, which is why I put in that animal snarl,” says Worthington. “Jake’s turning, he’s 
changing. Also, Stephen Lang’s a big boy, so we needed me to look vicious here.”  
As with Terminator 2, Cameron flips our expectations on their head. “The goal of Avatar 
was to take you on a journey where you’re essentially rooting against yourself,” he 
says. “It’s a fun reversal of Aliens: the big, glistening, demonic creature (the Thanator) 
is actually the good guy, while the human in the exo-suit is the villain.”

THE ACTION
James Cameron always intended to finish his space epic with this 
mind-bending burly brawl. “The interesting thing is that everyone’s 
operating a puppet in this scene,” he says. “Neytiri is fighting through 
the Thanator, Quaritch is using the AMP suit, Jake his avatar body.” 
The fight was filmed in LA (in the same room where Empire staged  
its Goonies reunion last year, fact fans) after the main shoot wrapped 
in New Zealand, with combatants Sam Worthington and Stephen  
Lang never present at the same time. “It’s a crazy combination of live 
action, motion capture and CGI animation. Jim said it presented more 
challenges than any other scene,” says Lang. Worthington adds, “I was 
looking either at a dude dressed in felt or nothing. When I’m jumping  
on top of the AMP suit, that’s me bashing a construct without him in 
there. But it works. That’s the genius of Jim.”
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How to talk like a Pandoran  
in everyday scenarios

Na’vi made easy

THE PUB
Situation: You’re at the bar, next to a lovely lady.
What to say: “Ma sevin. Tsìyevun oe ngar tivìng ’upet niväk?”
Means: “You look in need of a drink. Will you quench your 
thirst with me, female?”

THE STREET
Situation: You’re lost.
What to say: “Oeru txoa livu. Piveng oer rutxe, tok pesengit 
Lesìter Skìwerìl?”
Means: “I see you. In which direction lies Leicester Square?”

THE CINEMA
Situation: You’ve just bought your 14th ticket to Avatar and 
want to purchase some snacks.
What to say: “Syuve naersì leftxozä.”
Means: “I must celebrate with food and drink.” In this case,  
a medium Coke and hot dog blessed by Eywa.

THE TUBE
Situation: You’re in a hurry and the Victoria line has delays.
What to say: “Palulukanìri pesengit tok?”
Means: “Which way to the Thanator?”

THE OFFICE
Situation: It’s 6pm and your boss wants you to work late.
What to say: “Pxasìk!”
Means: A cussword we won’t repeat for fear of offending  
the Woodsprites. 

THE HARDWARE
“Yes, there were some Crocodile 
Dundee jokes — you just can’t  
help yourself!” laughs Weta 
Workshop’s Richard Taylor of Quaritch’s 
cartoonishly huge knife (which weighs 
in at 34kg). “The guys in the workshop 
had great fun designing it, as well as 
the giant gun the Colonel wields.”  
As for the AMP (Amplified Mobility 
Platform) suit, as well as the custom 
hip-fired GAU-90 30mm autocannon 
and flamethrower, Quaritch has 
pimped his up with a painted dragon 
and nickname, ‘Beyond Glory’. Today, 
the 14-foot-tall suit resides in James 
Cameron’s front yard. “It sends a 
message to the neighbours,” he grins. 
“Keep your dogs off my lawn!”

THE VILLAIN
Quaritch was disgusted with avatars from the start, seeing them as creepy meat 
puppets. Now his army’s been wiped out by one of them, he’s really mad. “This is very 
personal,” says Lang. “He’s not fighting a nameless enemy here: the feeling of betrayal 
is deep. He’s thinking, ‘I offered you a good deal, I came through with it, and you spit 
in my eye.’” Note the nice character beat when Quaritch pulls Jake in towards him, 

wanting to despatch him with his own hand rather than the AMP suit blade.

AMP suIt IllustrAtIons froM the Art of 
AvAtAr: JAMes CAMeron’s ePIC Adventure by 

lIsA fItzPAtrICk.

Phrases provided by Paul Frommer, creator of 
the Na'vi language.
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